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3.26 Nuclear data evaluation for 12C in the energy region
more than 20 MeV and kerma factor calculation

M. Harada1, Y. Watanabe2 and S. Chiba*3
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We have developed a practical code system to calculate double differential cross
sections of all emitted particles and kerma factors for the n+12C reaction in the energy region
from 20 to 80 MeV, and compared the results calculated using the code system with
experimental data. As a result, it has been found that the code system is applicable to nuclear
data evaluation of 12C in JENDL high energy file.

1. Introduction
Intermediate energy nuclear data for 12C are requested with high priority in several

applied fields, such as accelerator-based transmutation and radiation therapy using fast
neutron or proton beam[l]. In particular, double differential cross sections (DDXs) of all
emitted particles are required to calculate the transport of secondary particles generated from
reactions with 12C and the energy deposit of incident neutron in matter. Some progress has
recently been made in the measurement of DDXs[2,3] for neutron-induced reactions, but
there is still not sufficient compared with the data for energies below 20 MeV. Moreover, the
theoretical model calculation for light nuclei has not been so well-established as for medium-
heavy nuclei because many-body breakup processes, such as simultaneous 3a decay process,
are involved in the n+12C reaction. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a reliable model for
nucleon-induced reactions on 12C from the viewpoint of the evaluation of intermediate energy
nuclear data.

The aim of the present work is to develop a practical code system to calculate
DDXs of all emitted particles (n, p, d, t, 3He, a, and heavier reaction products) and neutron
kerma factors in the energy region from 20 and 80 MeV. The major part of the code consists
of a Monte Carlo simulator of the n+12C reactions based on the SCINFUL code[4] which is
used for neutron efficiency calculations for organic scintillators. Using this computational
method, we can take into account many-body breakup processes such as the (n,n')3oc process
in a simple way and the energy conservation in the kerma factor calculation correctly even for
the reaction process including simultaneous many-body breakup emission. The first version
of the code system was reported and its applicability to nuclear data evaluation was
demonstrated[5]. Afterwards, we have re-evaluated the major cross sections (total cross
section, total reaction cross section, and elastic cross section)[6,7], and have improved the
code system to reproduce consistently well the experimental data for DDXs and kerma
factors.

In Sec. 2, the code system is outlined and some improvements on the input data and
modification of the code are described. In Sec. 3, we present some of the calculated DDXs as
well as calculated kerma factors and compare them with experimental data. Finally, we
summarize the present work and mention the future prospect in Sec. 4.
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2. The code system
2.1 Outline of the code system

The n+l2C reaction processes can be classified by combination of nine primary
reaction processes and the following sequential or simultaneous decay processes as shown in
Fig. 1. As the primary reaction, elastic scattering, inelastic scattering to the first 2+ state,
(n,n')3cx, (n,p), (n,d), (n,t), (n,a), (n,3He), and (n,2n) are included in the present calculation.
Consequently, total 35 processes of the n+l2C reaction are taken into consideration as in the
SClNFULcode[4].

A schematic How chart of our code system is shown in Fig. 2. The code system is
divided into two major parts. The first part (i) simulates the n+12C reaction using a Monte
Carlo method based on the SCINFUL code. In the simulation, the cross section for each
primary reaction, the angular distribution for each emitted particle in the primary reaction and
branching ratios of the following decay processes are needed as the input data. Using a Monte
Carlo approach with these data and the two-body or three-body kinematics, the energy and
angle of all emitted particles are calculated event by event and are stored as output
information. Then, the simulation result is used as an input data for the next parts (ii) which
calculate DDXs, energy differential cross sections, production cross sections and kerma
factors.

2.2 Modification and improvement
Several problems were found in the cross section data of 12C used in the original

SCINFUL code[3]. The data of the original SCINFUL are compared with the experimental
data of total, elastic and reaction cross section in Fig. 3. The original SCINFUL data of total
and reaction cross section underestimate the experimental data in the whole energy region. In
addition, the maximum order of the Legendre coefficients for elastic and inelastic(2+) angular
distribution is limited to the sixth order in the original SCINFUL. Because of this limitation,
the original SCINFUL code cannot reproduce well the forward-peaked experimental data as
the incident energy increases. Therefore, we have replaced elastic scattering, inelastic(2+)
scattering cross sections, those angular distributions and total reaction cross section by our
newly evaluated values [6,7] which are represented by the solid line in Fig. 3.

In addition, we have modified the first version of the code[5] so that the three-body
simultaneous breakup (3BSB) process[8] (n+I2C -> n+ a + 8Be) can be considered. This
modification leads to improvement of twe energy spectra of neutron and a particle emitted
with intermediate outgoing energies. Kalbach systematics[9] is also applied to reproduce the
forward-peaked angular distributions of light mass particles emitted from the primary
reactions. Note that the angular distributions of all particles emitted in the following
secondary stage are assumed to be isotropic.

3. Results and discussion
Calculated energy spectra of the (n,n') reaction at 40 MeV are compared with

experimental (p,p') data in Fig. 4. The dotted line represents the result with the input data
used in the original SCINFUL code. Remarkable underestimation seen at intermediate
outgoing energies is obviously improved by the present calculation. This is due to the
inclusion of the 3BSB process mentioned above.

Figure 5 shows comparisons of calculated DDXs of (n,xa) at 39.7 MeV, (n,xp) and
(n,xd) reactions at 42.5 MeV with the experimental data as a typical sample. The calculated
DDXs for the (n,xa) reaction are in good agreement with the experimental data. Whereas the
calculated DDXs of the (n,xp) and (n,xd) reaction underestimate the experimental data in the
high outgoing energy region. The similar results are obtained for other incident energies.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the calculated total kerma factors with the
experimental data. The dotted line (a) represents the result with the first version of our
code[5] in which the original SCINFUL is used for all input data. The dash-dotted line (b) is
the result of the calculation in which only total reaction cross section and elastic scattering
cross section are replaced by our newly evaluated data and other input quantities and reaction
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processes considered are same as those used in the original SCINFUL. The solid line (c) is
the result with the present improved version. Both results of (a) and (c) are in agreement with
the experimental data to similar extent. On the other hand, the calculation (b) shows
overestimation at energies less than 70 MeV. The overestimation is mainly because the
average kinetic energy of the recoil nucleus I2C is overpredicted by use of incorrect elastic
angular distribution and the 3BSB process is not included in the original SCINFUL. Although
the result of (a) sounds good, the total reaction cross section used in the calculation are about
20% smaller than the experimental data as shown in Fig. 3 and the energy spectrum of
emitted neutrons shows underestimation in the intermediate outgoing energy region as shown
in Fig. 4. From these considerations, therefore, we find that the improvement made in the
present work is essential to obtain a consistent description of both DDXs and kerina factors.

The calculated partial kerma factors of emitted particles are shown in Fig. 7. For
low incident energies, the contribution of a particles from the (n,n')3a reaction is the largest
and amounts to about 60 % at 30 MeV. As the incident energy increases, it decreases
gradually and the contributions from protons and deuterons become important and amount to
about 60 % of the total kerma factor at 80 MeV.

4. Summary
We have developed an improved version of the code system to calculate both DDXs

of all emitted particle and kerma factors for the n+l2C reaction in the incident energy region
from 20 to 80 MeV. The DDXs calculated with the impioved version were in belter
agreement with the experimental data than the result of the previous version, especially for
neutron emission. Also the calculated kerma factors was found to reproduce the experimental
data well within the error. The calculated DDXs for all emitted particles and heavy recoiled
nuclei are scheduled to be stored in JENDL high energy file. The task is now in progress.
This code system is also applicable to proton-induced reactions. In the future, we plan to start
proton nuclear data evaluation of I2C for energies up to 200 MeV using this code system.
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Fig. 1: All reaction processes of n+I2C
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Fig. 2 : Schematic flow chart of the present code system
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